
NinjaTrader Version 7.0.0.3 Beta Release 3 - October 26th, 2009 

Status Issue # Category Comments 
Added 2948 NinjaScript Added LongSeries class 

Improved 2960 NinjaScript output 

window 

NinjaScript Output window now would report an error message if output exceeded maximum threshold 

Changed 2953 Instrument Manager Instrument type combo box now is disabled in edit mode. 

Changed 2955 PFG adapter Tmp tick files created by PFG API are maintained in <my documents>/tmp and only deleted on next NT 

restart. 

Changed 2974 Charts Added back display update property 

Changed 2976 Charts Removed PlotSessionBreaks property from charts. 

Fixed 2922 Indicators Indicator plots with plot style square could disappear when zoomed very far out. 

Fixed 2923 Charts Mouse movment in x/y axis panned chart panned chart instead of zooming after any dialog opened from 

shortcut keys. 

Fixed 2924 Charts Resize of chart on non equidistant bars didn't change the displayed time range 

Fixed 2925 Charts Changed chart panel property and description 'vertical grid line interval' to 'horizontal grid line interval'. 

Fixed 2926 Charts Bar series which is dragged and dropped is put on the same scale justification as an already existing bar 

series on the same panel. 

Fixed 2927 Charts Box Style has leading box overlapping the prior box right edge. 

Fixed 2928 Charts Different bar series didn't get different z orders. 

Fixed 2929 NinjaScript 

strategies 

Assigning .Panel property to indicators hosted by strategies did not work. 

Fixed 2930 eSignal adapter Requests for historical data starting before 1991 could yield unexpected results. 

Fixed 2931 General NT could throw an exception when entering smaller letters in the strategies grid dialog. 

Fixed 2932 ZenFire adapter Market data subscriptions on ZenFire did not work when instruments having multiple exchanges had been 

toggled by link button. 

Fixed 2933 Charts Chart Data Box not displaying some executions on a multi-series chart 

Fixed 2934 Charts Chart->Image->Send mail could fail if working directory was <program files>. 

Fixed 2935 Session Manager Session manager would not allow a session crossing Sunday 12AM. 

Fixed 2936 Charts Fibonaccii properties exception when turning on 'Extend left' checkbox.  

Fixed 2938 Historical Data 

download 

Downloading historical data from our server could yield UnauthorizedAccess exceptions on deleting the 

tmp files. 

Fixed 2939 Charts Period value was not applied as selcted when changing interval/period type from toolbar. 

Fixed 2940 NinjaScript strategy NinjaScript strategy persistence did not work as expected. 

Fixed 2942 Charts Changing chart hot keys while chart was open might not have been effective. 

Fixed 2943 Charts Several session definitions on actual data could result in missing data on chart. 

Fixed 2944 Migration Migrating the 6.5 DB did not properly terminate and could cause severe issues e.g. on connecting in NT7 

Fixed 2945 Charts Editing horizontal line properties in dialog during time out of session didn't work 

Fixed 2946 Charts Chart horizontal line's autoscale property didn't work.  



Fixed 2947 Charts IndicatorBase.BarsRequired did not work as expected on a multi-series chart. 

Fixed 2949 Market Analyzer MA/Indicator columns: Plots have not been restored correctly on MA recovery and on applying templates. 

Fixed 2950 Charts There could be gaps on chart on bar series with same session definition and completely zoomed out. 

Fixed 2951 Charts DrawTextFixed does not properly draw the background color behind the text. 

Fixed 2952 Charts Text focus w/ Edit Text Draw Tool 

Fixed 2954 Data Manager Merging data on continuous contracts could crash NT when latter contract contained no data 

Fixed 2956 Strategy Analyzer Several fixes on SA 

Fixed 2957 Charts Global chart objects always had 'right' scale justification 

Fixed 2958 Charts Settings of BarColor on CandleOutline chart style on one bar affected all following bar's outline color. 

Fixed 2959 Strategy Analyzer Several issues on the GeneticOptimizer 

Fixed 2961 Charts BackColor from indicator wasn't drawing properly before first/after last bar of base bar series on chart. 

Fixed 2962 Charts NT could crash on multi series charts with indicators on when changing period type from toolbar. 

Fixed 2963 Charts 'Set Default' button was no longer being displayed on the Gann Fan and Andrews Pitchfork properties  

Fixed 2964 Charts BarTimer indicator no longer working for second charts.  

Fixed 2965 Charts Box Style had remnant of a bar when drawing in certain situations. 

Fixed 2967 Charts Timestamp of first bar in session of n-minute/n-minute-based bars (n > 1) could be off on odd session 

settings 

Fixed 2968 Mail feature NT mail feature now supports having multiple TO and CC recipients by concatenating them by ";". 

Fixed 2969 Charts First line off ZigZag indicator on daily charts could have been off (to the left edge of the chart). 

Fixed 2970 Charts ZigZag indicator wasn't included in AutoScale 

Fixed 2971 Market Replay Bar series could disappear on Market Replay 

Fixed 2972 NinjaScript NinjaScript indicator wrappers had been flawed !!! Must regenerate all indicator scripts individually  

Fixed 2973 Charts Extend left/right text not formatting properly for retracements and other fib objects.  

Fixed 2975 Historical Data 

Manager 

Cache not being deleted properly in HDM.  

Fixed 2977 Charts The logic to determine if a tick was in session or not was flawed. 

Fixed 2979 General Several fixes/changes on data server. 

Fixed 2980 Charts Panel height changed when interval was selected in toolbar. 

Fixed 2981 Charts Mini instrument selector did not work as expected using NumPad keys. 

Fixed 2982 Charts 'F' for fixed panel was not visible when chart trader was enabled but collapsed. 

Fixed 2983 Charts Date timestamps on a axis could be off in case of minute charts containing data with large gaps in it. 

Fixed 2984 Charts X-axis labels and grid lines did not correctly re-size on equidistant chart 

Fixed 2987 Automated Trading COM/DLL interface did not work 
 


